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Global climate reanalysis models are regularly used in many scientific fields concerning climate and atmospheric observation. This thesis utilizes reanalysis models in two chapters in order to gain insight into North Atlantic climate teleconnections and their relation to precipitation across South Greenland. This first chapter of this thesis compares the four most recent reanalysis models – ECMWF Reanalysis Interim (ERA-I), NCEP Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR), JMA 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55), and NASA Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) – and develops from these models a monthly-mean ensemble average of common meteorological variables for the period 1979-2013. Results from this analysis shows that the reanalyses are in good agreement above the friction layer in the atmosphere, whereas significant model differences are found near the surface. The second chapter of this thesis utilizes the previous results to investigate the relative importance of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (high-frequency atmospheric) and the Atlantic Multidecadal
Oscillation (AMO) (low-frequency sea-surface temperature) climate teleconnections as well as the Icelandic Low, Azores High, and blocking patterns in modulating precipitation across South Greenland. Key findings from this second chapter include: 1) years of extreme high and low precipitation in West Greenland are linked with the Icelandic Low, blocking patterns, and the westerly winds; and, 2) the long-term precipitation signal shows an increase of annual total precipitation and variability over southwest Greenland after the year 1995, suggesting an influence from the increase in both temperature and meridional flux of moisture and heat accompanied by a decrease in the zonal component of the westerlies. This work could be expanded upon in the future by identifying changes in synoptic fields during years of extreme high and low precipitation. Output from the four-member global climate reanalysis ensemble produced as part of this thesis will be made available online for community use.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This thesis evaluates the performance of four leading global reanalysis models and then investigates linkages between atmospheric circulation over the North Atlantic and recent changes in precipitation in South Greenland. The work presented here is part of a broader National Science Foundation collaborative project between Dartmouth College, Boise State University, and the University of Maine called GreenTrACS (Greenland Traverse and Accumulation Studies), which aims to better understand changes in snow accumulation across West Greenland through the collection and analysis of shallow ice cores and evaluation against climate models.

In Chapter 2, I evaluate the four leading global climate reanalysis models and produce an ensemble average of several widely used meteorological outputs. Reanalysis refers to numerical models that calculate the state of the atmosphere at regular time intervals from interpolated input weather observations. Reanalysis models are increasingly used to study the evolution of Earth’s atmosphere over the past several decades. The first global climate reanalysis model, NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis (NNR1; Kalnay et al., 1996), is on a course resolution of 2.5° x 2.5° latitude longitude grid with 28 vertical levels. Major improvements have been made since NNR1 related to data assimilation, internal physics, horizontal and vertical resolution, and availability of satellite data. The models evaluated here are the NCEP Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR; Saha et al., 2010), ECMWF Reanalysis Interim (ERA-I; Dee et al., 2011), JMA 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55; Kobayashi et al., 2015), and NASA Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA; Rienecker et al.,
As an important part of this work I have produced an ensemble average of all four models for 2-m air temperature, mean sea level pressure, precipitation, sea ice concentration, snow depth, sea surface temperature, total atmospheric water column, and wind speed/direction at the surface; as well as geopotential height, temperature, horizontal wind speed/direction, and vertical velocity (omega) over 6 pressure levels (1000, 925, 850, 700, 500, and 250 hPa). Comparison between the individual reanalysis models and the ensemble average shows significant differences in 2-m air temperature over the polar and desert regions, and in precipitation over coastal areas, high topography, and over the tropical Pacific Ocean.

In Chapter 3, I investigate linkages between South Greenland precipitation and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), Icelandic Low, Azores High, blocking patterns, near surface westerly winds, and temperature. The NAO describes the interannual variability of the meridional gradient of mean sea level pressure (MSLP) between the Icelandic Low and Azores High, whereas the AMO describes a ~70-year pattern of changes in sea surface temperature (SST) across the North Atlantic Basin. My investigation in this regard utilizes precipitation, MSLP, 2-m air temperature, and 10-m westerly wind fields from JRA-55. Given that Greenland is almost entirely covered by an ice sheet (~80%), there are very few locations where long-term weather observations have been recorded. One continuous record, however, is that of Nuuk, Greenland (64.2°N, 51.7°W), spanning 1958 – present. The Nuuk record is therefore used to evaluate the reliability of available reanalysis models. I find that precipitation output from JRA-55 (1958 – 2013) agrees well with Nuuk observations, and therefore use JRA-55 for the regional study. The JRA-55 precipitation averaged over
southwest Greenland shows a transition occurring around 1995, which coincides with the
transition from the negative to positive AMO phase, the enhanced warming of the Arctic,
and the recent decrease in the westerly zonal wind field. After 1995, the average annual
precipitation total increases by ~9% in conjunction with an increase in standard deviation
of ~60%. On a year-to-year basis, extreme precipitation events occur in concert with
negative NAO-type patterns. For example, strong blocking patterns south of Iceland force
cyclones to track poleward towards southwest Greenland, rather than to the southeast. In
all, these results suggest that the interannual variability of precipitation over southwest
Greenland is linked to the Icelandic Low and high pressure blocking patterns which is
projected onto a long-wave frequency congruent with the AMO and the recent warming
of the Arctic.

Chapter 4 of this thesis provides a summary of results and suggests avenues for
further research.
CHAPTER 2

AN ENSEMBLE AVERAGE AND EVALUATION OF THIRD GENERATION GLOBAL CLIMATE REANALYSIS MODELS

2.1. Introduction

Reanalysis models are numerical frameworks from which gridded solutions for past atmospheric states are obtained from the assimilation of historical meteorological observations. The first such framework, NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis (NNR1; Kalnay et al., 1996), is a global model that provides meteorological outputs on a coarse 2.5° x 2.5° horizontal grid for the period of 1948 – present. A second generation of global climate reanalysis models, including ECMWF 40-year Reanalysis (ERA-40; Uppala et al., 2005) and JMA 25-year Reanalysis (JRA-25; Onogi et al., 2007), make improvements over NNR1 by integrating satellite data, cloud motion winds (ERA-40), and wind profiles around tropical cyclones (JRA-25) at a comparatively fine resolution of 1.125° x 1.125°. A third generation of global reanalysis models incorporate significant advances in data assimilation and internal physics, computed at resolutions less than 1° x 1°. These most recent models are NCEP Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR; Saha et al., 2010), ECMWF Reanalysis Interim (ERA-I; Dee et al., 2011), JMA 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55; Kobayashi et al., 2015), and NASA Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA; Rienecker et al., 2011). These reanalyses span the 1979 – present satellite observation era, with the exception of JRA-55 which spans 1958 – present. Each of the third generation reanalysis models are considered state-of-the-art, but differences in meteorological outputs arise following different modeling approaches.
Reanalysis products are used increasingly for investigations into the changing climate. For example, Santer et al. (2004) find a trend of increasing tropopause heights in ERA-40 linked to anthropogenic-forced warming, in agreement with climate model simulations and satellite data. Serreze et al. (2012) compare vertical temperature and moisture profiles from CFSR, ERA-I, and MERRA to radiosonde station data within the Arctic, a data-sparse region where data interpolation is heavily simulated. They find good agreement between the reanalyses and measured temperature and moisture trends, even though uncertainties are produced in both radiosonde data and reanalyses. Lindsay et al. (2014) evaluated seven reanalysis models (at least one model per reanalysis generation) for the Arctic region and find that the third generation reanalyses (CFSR, ERA-I, and

Table 2.1 Major differences between each reanalysis model. For more information, see climatedataguide.ucar.edu/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CFSR</th>
<th>ERA-I</th>
<th>JRA-55</th>
<th>MERRA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Released</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Resolution</td>
<td>0.5° x 0.5°</td>
<td>0.75° x 0.75°</td>
<td>0.562° x 0.562°</td>
<td>0.5° x 0.667°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Levels</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top of Atmosphere</td>
<td>0.266 hPa</td>
<td>0.1 hPa</td>
<td>0.1 hPa</td>
<td>0.01 hPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model Resolution</td>
<td>T382</td>
<td>T255</td>
<td>T319</td>
<td>0.5° x 0.667°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Assimilation</td>
<td>3DVAR</td>
<td>4DVAR</td>
<td>4DVAR</td>
<td>GEOS-5 1AU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land Surface</td>
<td>Noah 4-Layer</td>
<td>Empirically</td>
<td>Simple Biosphere</td>
<td>Catchment LSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation Scheme</td>
<td>RRTMG</td>
<td>RTTOV v7</td>
<td>RTTOV v9.3</td>
<td>CRTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Formats</td>
<td>GRIB</td>
<td>GRIB/netCDF</td>
<td>GRIB</td>
<td>HDF/netCDF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MERRA) provide the most significant correlations to observations, but with biases between the reanalyses for 2-meter air temperature and other metrics. Chen et al. (2014) examine variability between CFSR, ERA-I, JRA-55, and MERRA in the warm-season diurnal cycle over East Asia. They find that although these four reanalysis models reproduce the diurnal precipitation well over large spatial scales, individual models disagree considerably over regional scales. Chen et al. also show that JRA-55 is in good agreement with observational data showing an increase in morning precipitation over their investigated domain. This same study determines that JRA-55 accurately reproduces wind speeds on the leeside of the Tibetan Plateau.

The above reanalysis evaluations can be referred to as model-observation comparisons, because the models are compared directly against station, radiosonde, and satellite data. Here, we take a different approach and present an ensemble average and model intercomparison of the four leading reanalysis models, CFSR, ERA-I, JRA-55, and MERRA. In this work we examine differences between the ensemble average and individual ensemble members for 2-meter air temperature over land (T$_{2m}$), precipitation, and 500-hPa geopotential height (Z$_{500}$). Comparisons are made against the present 30-year climate normal (or average) spanning 1981 – 2010. Our analysis shows that ensemble-member interannual variability correlations are significant throughout, but considerable differences exist between the reanalyses, particularly for T$_{2m}$ over desert areas where moisture availability is low, as well as regional precipitation.
2.2. Data and Methods

Output from CFSR, ERA-I, and JRA-55 models were obtained from the NCAR Computational Information Systems Laboratory (CISL) Research Data Archive (RDA; http://rda.ucar.edu) under ds093.0, ds627.1, and ds628.1, respectively. Output is available in monthly means for ERA-I and JRA-55. CFSR monthly means are not available through CISL, and therefore it was necessary to generate monthly means by averaging the available 3-hourly outputs (00, 06, 12, 18 UTC and the 3-hour forecasts associated with each time step). Monthly mean files for MERRA were obtained from the NASA Modeling and Assimilation Data and Information Services Center (MDISC; http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/mdisc).

The unprocessed outputs for each reanalysis model in this study are on different horizontal grids (Table 2.1). For simplicity, all model output fields were regridded to the same regular 0.5° x 0.5° latitude-longitude grid used by CFSR. Regridding was done using bilinear interpolation from the Earth System Modeling Framework (ESMF) software embedded within NCAR Command Language (NCL). Once regridded, netCDF files were produced for monthly, seasonal, and annual averages for each year and reanalysis product (refer to the Appendix for code). The 1981 – 2010 climate normal was generated, again, for each month, season, and year. The reanalysis ensemble was generated by averaging monthly, seasonal, and annual means of the meteorological fields defined above across all four models, CFSR, ERA-I, JRA-55, and MERRA.
Figure 2.1 Two-meter air temperature differences. (a-d) Gridded differences in 2-meter air temperature for each reanalysis model subtract (e) the ensemble average 2-meter air temperature. Black boxes show locations for annual average time series in Fig. 2.2.
2.3. Results

2.3.1. Two-meter Air Temperature

Global, land-based 2-meter air temperature ($T_{2m}$) anomalies (Fig. 2.1) arise primarily near the poles, with slight departures from the ensemble average, generally in locations where moisture content is either low (deserts) or high (rainforests). For example, CFSR affords a negative 2 – 3°C difference over the desert belts in Africa and the Middle East (i.e. Sahara, Sahel, and Saudi Arabia), while ERA-I shows most differences, about -1°C, in central South America and central Africa, locations of large tropical rainforests. From JRA-55, $T_{2m}$ compares well with the ensemble average overall but with a negative difference in northern Chile. Last, from MERRA, $T_{2m}$ is generally warmer than the ensemble average over Africa, Australia, and South America.

Time series of $T_{2m}$ during the 30-year period over desert regions (black boxes in Fig. 2.1) can be seen in Fig. 2.2. Interannual variability between the reanalyses agree well for each region ($r > 0.8$). The range of time series correlations across the smallest desert, the Taklimakan Desert, China, is larger ($0.85 < r < 0.97$) than that of the correlation coefficient ranges for the Sahara Desert, Saudi Arabia, and Central Greenland ($0.94 < r < 0.99$, $0.91 < r < 0.99$, and $0.91 < r < 0.98$, respectively). The topography surrounding the Taklimakan Desert differs much more than that of the other deserts referred to here, which could explain the variability in differences found between the reanalyses.

Figure 2.3 shows the time series for $T_{2m}$ over the ensemble record, 1979-2013, and correlation coefficients. Note that all reanalysis-ensemble correlations are greater than 0.95. Reanalysis-reanalysis $T_{2m}$ correlations are also high, with the lowest being between CFSR and JRA-55 at 0.88. ERA-I shows the highest correlation against the
Figure 2.2 Two-meter air temperature differences over deserts. Times series of each member and ensemble average (GEN3) of annual 2-meter air temperature averaged over the 1981-2010 period. Locations shown as black boxes in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.3 Global annual 2-meter air temperature for each member and the ensemble (GEN3) average from 1979 – 2013. Correlation coefficients (r) for each time series shown in upper, left table.
Figure 2.4 Winter two-meter air temperature differences. (a-d) The boreal winter (DJF) 2-meter air temperature anomalies of (e) the winter ensemble average.
Figure 2.5 Summer two-meter air temperature differences. (a-d) The boreal summer (JJA) 2-meter air temperature anomalies of (e) the summer ensemble average.
ensemble average at 0.99 though the ERA-I T$_{2m}$ has a difference of about -0.10°C compared to that of the ensemble average. MERRA T$_{2m}$ has the highest average deviation from the ensemble of about +0.14°C. The MERRA T$_{2m}$ time series curve does not intersect the other reanalysis curves making MERRA outputs anomalously warmer each year with respect to each reanalysis. The JRA-55 T$_{2m}$ time series is closest to the ensemble average with a mean departure of about -0.02°C. For boreal winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) differences, refer to Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, respectively.

In order to compare T$_{2m}$ trends, the derivative of 5-year running means is used for each reanalysis model. ERA-I, JRA-55, and MERRA display similar trends across the 1979 – 2013 period. However, CFSR yields a steeper increase in T$_{2m}$ during the 1997 – 2003 period and a steeper decline across the 2007 – 2013 period relative to ERA-I, JRA-55, and MERRA. The CFSR T$_{2m}$ increase over the first period is 0.061 °C/yr whereas the other reanalysis trends are less than 0.038 °C/yr. The CFSR decrease over the latter period is -0.036 °C/yr whereas ERA-I, JRA-55, and MERRA show a range of trends (between -0.010 and 0.003 °C/yr).

For ocean-based 2-meter air temperature, the reanalyses generally agree well with the ensemble average, which is to be expected as each reanalysis uses a prescribed SST field interpolated from observations. CFSR additionally incorporates a combination of versions 1 and 2 of the optimum interpolation (OI) methods for the period November 1981 – present (Reynolds et al., 2007) with SST fields prepared for ERA-40 used over the January 1979 – October 1981 period. For further information on reanalyses and SST data sets and methods for CFSR, ERA-I, and MERRA, refer to Kumar et al. (2014). JRA-
55 uses the Centennial in situ Observation-Based Estimates (COBE) SST data set (Hirahara et al. 2014).

2.3.2. Precipitation

Difference plots similar to Fig. 2.1 for precipitation between the reanalyses used in this study and the ensemble average are undoubtedly noisy, notably along mountain ranges (e.g. Rocky Mountains and Himalayas) and near small islands (e.g. Philippines). In the western hemisphere tropics, the inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) is clearly seen in the zonal averages of yearly precipitation over the 1981-2010 climate average (Fig. 2.6). Precipitation outputs from CFSR and ERA-I in this region generally agree with the ensemble average, whereas JRA-55 and MERRA deviate from the ensemble average on the order of 0.42 and -0.68 m/yr, respectively, at the peak of the zonal average. JRA-55 presents a much stronger precipitation belt while the zonal average from MERRA suggests a weaker zonal average, with respect to CFSR and ERA-I. Seasonal differences relative to the ensemble average arise during the boreal summer (JJA) and fall (SON) months for JRA-55 and MERRA. The reanalysis models have poor agreement on the precipitation total in the ITCZ, but good agreement overall on timing of the seasonal shift of the ITZC in the Pacific Ocean. The zonal average peaks for each reanalysis model fall within 1° latitude of the ensemble zonal average peak.

CFSR exhibits a specific weakness not found in the other models, that is the occurrence of spherical harmonic artifacts in at least the precipitation (Fig. 2.7) and T2m fields. These unrealistic features are not only found in sub-daily and monthly outputs, but also present in the climatological average, 1981 – 2010. Slight spherical harmonic
Figure 2.6 Precipitation zonal average differences over western hemispheric tropics.

(a) The average total annual precipitation over the 1981 – 2010 average for the western hemispheric tropics. The black curve in (b) is the ensemble zonal average of precipitation from (a). The black curves in (c-f) are the respected precipitation zonal average over the same region as (a). The gray curves in (c-f) show the differences of the ensemble subtracted from the reanalysis model. The thin black line in (c-f) marks zero difference.
artifacts in $T_{2m}$ and precipitation are present within the ensemble average produced here as a result of the inclusion of CFSR.

### 2.3.3. 500-hPa Geopotential Height

Geopotential height outputs at 500 hPa ($Z_{500}$) agree across the four reanalyses with slight differences (+/-20 m) (Fig. 2.8). The largest deviations are over Antarctica, where radiosonde observations are sparse, and therefore the models are poorly constrained. Above the friction layer, the free atmosphere becomes geostrophic, enabling model simulations to better approximate real-world observations. However, it is expected that higher $Z_{500}$ occur over regions where reanalyses show higher surface temperature, due to thermal expansion; this pattern is not found. $Z_{500}$ over Antarctica, for example, are lower (higher) for CFSR and JRA-55 (ERA-I and MERRA) (Fig. 2.8) and display relatively higher (lower) $T_{2m}$ (seen in Fig. 2.1).

### 2.4. Conclusion

In conclusion, three widely used atmospheric variables – $T_{2m}$, precipitation, and $Z_{500}$ – are compared between each of the third generation global climate reanalysis models – CFSR, ERA-I, JRA-55, and MERRA – and the respective ensemble average of these reanalyses. While the four products generally agree on the large-scale and above the friction layer, there are differences when examining regional-scale climatology and variables within the friction layer. For example, $T_{2m}$ outputs for each reanalysis are shown to have large differences in extremely dry regions, such as polar ice sheets and low-latitude deserts. $T_{2m}$ over the Sahara, Sahel, and Saudi Arabia in CFSR (MERRA) is
Figure 2.7 A comparison between CFSR (top) and ERA-I (bottom) 1981 – 2010 average yearly precipitation totals. CFSR contains unrealistic, harmonic spherical artifacts on short and long term averages whereas ERA-I (as well as JRA-55 and MERRA) displays a more realistic output.
Figure 2.8 Geopotential height differences at 500 hPa. (a-d) The difference of 500-hPa geopotential heights between the reanalysis and (e) the ensemble, reanalysis subtract the ensemble. Horizontal-line artifacts in maps (a-d) are inherited from regridding within MERRA.
much lower (higher) with respect to the ensemble average during the period 1981-2010, whereas ERA-I and JRA-55 are generally in good accord with the ensemble (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). Differences in these areas are most likely linked to scarce observational data. $T_{2m}$ correlations between the reanalysis models reveal strong agreement (Fig. 2.3) for interannual variability, meaning that the models are in agreement on large-scale circulation processes and likely radiation schemes. For precipitation, we note that the ITCZ precipitation belt display differences between model solutions on the order of 20% (i.e. MERRA) relative to the ensemble average.

Although, differences near the surface arise between the reanalysis model solutions, which could be attributed to any number of internal model differences, such as resolution, assimilation methods, observational error, land surface schemes, physics, etc. Future work on meteorological case studies will prove useful for improving daily and sub-daily reanalysis outputs within the next generation of reanalysis products. Since most reanalysis differences occur at or near the surface, investigating the internal models and surface model schemes will bring reanalysis solutions closer to observations.
CHAPTER 3
EXAMINATION OF PRECIPITATION VARIABILITY
IN SOUTH GREENLAND

3.1. Introduction

The Greenland Ice Sheet contains the equivalent of ~6.7 m of global sea level and constitutes a laterally extensive, high albedo surface that impacts the Northern Hemisphere radiation balance by reflecting ~70% of the local incoming solar radiation (Ohmura and Reeh, 1991; Tedesco et al., 2015). The identification of atmospheric teleconnections that modulate moisture and heat transport to the ice sheet can improve future climate projections.

This study utilizes the Japanese Meteorological Agency (JMA) 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55; Kobayashi et al., 2015) model to evaluate dominant atmospheric circulation patterns that control precipitation delivery to South Greenland, and therefore have an impact on the overall mass balance of the ice sheet and future sea level rise. We first provide the climate of Greenland then discuss the interannual variability of precipitation in southwest and southeast Greenland. We focus the study on meteorological variables that influence ice sheet mass balance: surface temperature, mean sea level pressure, and surface wind, with a particular focus on precipitation. As these variables are strongly linked with known climate oscillations in the North Atlantic, we consider linkages between temperature, wind, and precipitation and local climate indices, the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO).
3.1.1. South Greenland and North Atlantic Climate

Our examination of the atmospheric patterns linked with South Greenland precipitation involves a survey of diagnostic meteorological metrics. Two-meter air temperature ($T_{2m}$; Fig. 3.1a), mean sea level pressure (MSLP; Fig. 3.1b), 10-m $u$ (zonal) and $v$ (meridional) winds ($u_{10m}$, Fig. 3.1c; and $v_{10m}$; Fig. 3.1d), and precipitation (Fig. 3.1e) in South Greenland are heavily impacted by the topographic divide of the ice sheet, a ridge along the 44°W longitude. The high altitude surface of the Greenland ice sheet induces strong anticyclonic katabatic winds during winter months, known as the Greenland High, and serves as a topographical barrier that facilitates large hydraulic jumps and the formation of lee-side troughs over the Denmark Strait (Doyle et al., 2005). The longitudinal ridge is prominent enough to create two major climate regimes. Temperature is coldest along the ridge and increasing toward the coastline with a shallower $T_{2m}$ gradient to the west, and a steeper gradient to the east. Flow across southwest Greenland is dominated by comparatively dry southeasterly winds, whereas flow across the southeast is dominated by moist northwesterly winds. These wind patterns can be explained by the climatological Greenland High anticyclone (orange center in Fig. 3.1b).

Figure 3.2 shows the interannual variability of total annual precipitation in both southwest (gray) and southeast (black) Greenland as modeled by JRA-55. These precipitation signals differ both in interannual variability and in long-term trends ($p < 0.05$). Total annual precipitation and interannual variability of the signal increase from 1970 to 2013 whereas southeast Greenland shows an increase in variability from about 1970 to 1990, with a general decrease in interannual variability to 2000. The amount of
Figure 3.1 Greenland climatology showing 2-m air temperature (a), mean sea level pressure (b), 10-m u-winds (c), 10-m v-winds (d), and precipitation (e) averaged over the JRA-55 record, 1958-2013.
Figure 3.2 Southwest (gray) and Southeast (black) precipitation output from JRA-55.
total annual precipitation is greater in the southeast with respect to the southwest by upwards of 2000 mm/year in some localized areas (Fig. 3.1e), and over 200 mm/year across the southwest and southeast regions (Fig. 3.2). Southeast Greenland receives more precipitation during the winter (DJF; ~200 mm/year), spring (MAM; ~75 mm/year), and autumn (SON; ~55 mm/year) months, with respect to the southwest. During the summer (JJA) months, southeast Greenland receives slightly less precipitation than the southwest (~30 mm/year). The higher amount of annual precipitation in southeast Greenland is due to the increased number of cyclones that expire in the Icelandic region rather than over the Labrador Sea. The month, season, and year averages of low pressure systems in the North Atlantic is called the Icelandic Low (blue center in Fig. 3.1b), due to the general Icelandic location of the climatological low pressure center. The Icelandic Low is one of two poles that make up the derived climate index, the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO; Fig. 3.3), which is described in the following.

The NAO is defined as the fluctuation in the meridional gradient of the MSLP fields between Iceland and the Azores Islands. The phenomenon was named by Walker and Bliss (1932, first mentioned by Walker, 1923) who described the NAO as the tendency of the coordinated strengthening or weakening of the Icelandic Low and the Azores High, climatological features seen in monthly, seasonal, and annual MSLP fields in the North Atlantic. A strengthening of the Icelandic Low and Azores High creates a tighter meridional MSLP gradient (+NAO) accompanied by increased near-surface winds, whereas a weakening forms a weaker meridional MSLP gradient (-NAO) accompanied by weaker near-surface winds. Rogers (1990) connects MSLP patterns in the North Atlantic to cyclone tracks and finds that during extreme +NAO years, the
Icelandic Low is deeper and east of South Greenland leading to a strong MSLP gradient, which he links to the meridional cyclone frequency gradient. Conversely, during extreme -NAO years, the center of highest cyclone frequency (Icelandic Low) is located farther southwest, off the U.S.A. northeast and Nova Scotia coasts. Serreze et al. (1997) find an increase of cyclone frequency (over 2 times) and intensity during +NAO years when compared to -NAO years.

There is also another climate index located in the North Atlantic that may be linked to precipitation in South Greenland: the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO; Fig. 3.3). The AMO is a well-known climate pattern in the North Atlantic, but is not as well understood as the NAO. The AMO index describes the multi-decade variation of sea surface temperature (SST) in the North Atlantic Basin, a phenomenon first identified by Schlesinger and Ramankutty (1994). Enfield et al. (2001) define the AMO index as the linearly detrended, 10-year running mean of SST anomalies with respect to the 1856-1999 mean using the Extended Reconstructed SST (ERSST; Kaplan et al. 1998) gridded dataset. Wunsch (1992) notes that a widespread North Atlantic basin SST oscillation is difficult to claim as driven by internal forces based on the sparse observational data from the oceans. Despite this, the AMO is widely suggested to originate from variations in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), a phenomenon through which thermohaline circulation, driven by density gradients due to temperature and salinity (Delworth and Mann 2000), and buoyancy forcing, driven by density differences due to freshwater input (Otterå et al. 2010), are thought to provide the key driving stress for the northeastward flow of the Gulf Stream. Wunsch and Ferrari (2004) clearly describe ocean circulation and mixing as controlled by wind. Furthermore, Wunsch (2006) argues that in
order to solve for the net meridional property flux (equation 2 in manuscript), the variables needed are not resolved in the current climate models. Clement et al. (2015) simulate an atmospheric general circulation model coupled to a 50 m thick slab-ocean model. They find that the simulated North Atlantic SST variations closely resemble those found in the AMO, thus concluding that ocean circulation is less influential to the SST, thus the AMO index. Similarly, Birkel and Mayewski (2015) ascribe the origin of the AMO to a wind-stress forcing that develops following major volcanic eruptions. Their claim is deduced from the strong coincidence between measurements of high stratospheric aerosol content and cool SSTs. Birkel and Mayewski show that SSTs in the North Atlantic subpolar region south of Greenland (beneath the westerly wind belt) co-vary with 10-meter wind speeds, and also the strength of the West African Monsoon, together implying a basin-wide atmospheric link.

3.2. Data and Methods

3.2.1. Atmospheric Reanalysis

We begin our analysis of South Greenland precipitation by first validating the JRA-55 modeled precipitation to observations in Nuuk, Greenland. Weather observations over Greenland are sparse, and therefore efforts here are primarily dependent on utilizing output from gridded climate reanalyses. Of the several available reanalysis models, we use JRA-55 because it provides the longest record of all available third generation reanalyses (NCEP/NCAR CFSR, ECMWF Reanalysis Interim, and NASA MERRA start in 1979 whereas JRA-55 begins in 1958) and also proves to reliably reproduce monthly and yearly total precipitation observations at Nuuk, Greenland, as demonstrated later in
this paper. When first released, JRA-55 spanned the years 1958 (following the International Geophysical Year, beginning of continuous global radiosonde observations) to 2012. As of the time of this analysis, JRA-55 has been extended to 2013. Monthly output for JRA-55 was obtained from the NCAR Computational Information Systems Laboratory (CISL) Research Data Archive (RDA; http://rda.ucar.edu) under ds628.1, as found on the Yellowstone supercomputer.

3.2.2. Nuuk, Greenland Observations

Weather station records in South Greenland commonly span only 5 – 10 years. Observations from Nuuk, however, contain a near-continuous record of precipitation spanning 1958 – present with only 151 days of missing precipitation data out of the total 20,454 days, 0.7% of the record between 1958 – 2013. Of the 151 missing points, 69 are missing from January 1 to April 30, 2013, whereas the remaining 82 missing points are spread evenly across the remainder of the data record, with less than 3 data points missing in a given month. Other long precipitation records in South Greenland contain large gaps on the order of 20 - 40% of missing daily precipitation observations. The daily Nuuk precipitation observations are obtained from the Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN) at NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI). For this paper, the daily precipitation amounts are summed into year (Fig. 3.3) and month (Fig. 3.4) totals.
Figure 3.3 Nuuk, Greenland precipitation observations (black) and JRA-55 precipitation output over Nuuk (gray) in mm per year.
Figure 3.4 Nuuk, Greenland precipitation observations (black) and JRA-55 precipitation output over Nuuk (gray) in mm per month.
3.2.3. Reanalysis Validation

JRA-55 precipitation was validated by correlating to Nuuk observations. As we are comparing a point observation to gridded model output, the comparison is better suited for temporal averages (Ensor and Robeson, 2008), year and month totals. Year totals compare well against JRA-55 output \((r = 0.72)\). As seen in Fig. 3.3, the correlation preceding 1979 is much lower than that of the years following 1979 \((r = 0.60\) and \(0.81\), respectively). Thus, the integration of satellite data from 1979 onwards has, as expected, added significant confidence with respect to the interpretation of precipitation in JRA-55, at least over this location. Monthly precipitation totals correlate very well with JRA-55 output over Nuuk, Greenland \((r = 0.86)\), but unlike the year totals, the correlation coefficient does not increase as dramatically from before to after 1979 \((r = 0.84\) and \(0.89\), respectively).

Less precipitation falls during winter and early spring months with an increase of precipitation during late summer and fall months. The decreased precipitation during winter months is partly due to the Greenland High, as mentioned earlier, which blocks low pressure centers (storms) from traversing much of Greenland. The Greenland High is most prominent during winter months due to extreme katabatic flow from a lack of local incoming solar radiation, i.e. constant, cold, dense air flowing from high to low elevations. As JRA-55 captures seasonality seen in the observations, the monthly correlation coefficient is improved over the yearly correlation.

Table 3.1 shows the 56-year total precipitation bias between Nuuk observations and JRA-55 output to be about 2 meters. The JRA-55 precipitation output is higher than that of the observed precipitation, an average difference of 36 mm/year or 3 mm/month.
Table 3.1 Nuuk, Greenland precipitation observations subtract JRA-55 model output general statistics for monthly and yearly totals in mm. All month and year totals are rounded to nearest mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Mode (times)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Total Diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>-122</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-14 (21)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearly</td>
<td>-462</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>-36</td>
<td>-152 (2)</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>-2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.4. Indices

The NAO (Fig. 3.5) index used here explains two climatological pressure centers, the Icelandic Low and Azores High, which can be seen in the leading empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of the Northern Hemisphere MSLP anomalies, explaining 42.8% of the DJFM variance (Hurrell 2003). Although the NAO describes the winter MSLP gradient, the gradient does exist, albeit more subdued, during the rest of the year and can be seen in the leading EOF of MSLP through the other seasons (MAM, JJA, and SON). The variance explained by the first EOF decreases through the seasons (MAM, 33.6%; JJA, 27.9%; and SON, 22.6%) with the annual anomaly variance explained at 32.4% (Hurrell, 2003). This EOF-based NAO index and EOF information can be found at the NCAR UCAR Climate Data Guide website (https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data/hurrell-north-atlantic-oscillation-nao-index-pc-based).

The AMO index used here (Fig. 3.5) is built from a similar method to that of Enfield et al. (2001) with a few changes. The annual North Atlantic SST anomalies used
Figure 3.5 NAO (black) and AMO (gray) Indices (thin lines) with their 5-year running means (thick lines).
here are based on the 20th century average, rather than the 1964 – 1999 average as in Enfield et al. (2001), and not detrended, thus preserving the long-term warming trend. Linearly detrending the SST anomaly signal emphasizes the multidecadal characteristics, however removing the underlying warming trend caused by anthropogenic factors. The detrended AMO index is not suitable for this study because the recent anthropogenic forced warming is part of the South Greenland precipitation investigation. The AMO index used here not only shows the multidecadal fluctuations of North Atlantic SST over the last seven decades but also displays the overall increasing SST coinciding with the enhanced warming in the Arctic (Francis and Vavrus, 2012). This enhanced warming, or Arctic Amplification (as named in Francis and Vavrus, 2012), facilitates the weakening of the meridional thermal gradient leading to a decrease in westerly wind speeds. Weaker near surface westerlies, linked with Arctic Amplification, and the recent increase in greenhouse gases likely facilitate the warming of SSTs in the North Atlantic.

The JRA-55 reanalysis encompasses only one –AMO and one +AMO phase. The year 1963 marks the beginning of the recent AMO “cycle” resulting in a full -AMO phase (1964 – 1994) of anomalously cooler North Atlantic annual SSTs and the current +AMO phase (1996 – 2013) of anomalously warmer annual SSTs.

It should be noted that while these indices are useful to explain general circulation changes, since they combine several aspects of atmospheric states, indices do not explain the driving forces of synoptic weather. Furthermore, these indices are assumed to explain natural variability, however, these indices could be misinterpreted if warming due to anthropogenic forces influence the driving factors of the indices. In the case of the NAO, it is cyclone frequency (Rogers, 1990; and Serreze et al., 1997) and near surface
westerlies (Rogers 1985) that are the major drivers of T$_{2m}$ and precipitation over the coastal regions of the North Atlantic domain, which in many cases correlate well with the NAO index. For the AMO, we favor the argument that SST is externally driven by the westerlies, as explained by Wunsch and Ferrari (2004). Thus, it is wind stress stimulating ocean surface mixing and SST, which influences T$_{2m}$ and precipitation in many regions around the North Atlantic, which in many cases, again, correlates well with the AMO index.

3.2.5. Icelandic Low and Azores High

In our search for South Greenland precipitation drivers, we examine both of the pressure centers making up the NAO. The NAO index describes changes in the MSLP gradient between the Icelandic Low and Azores High and is often associated with the basic climatological variables T$_{2m}$, u$_{10m}$, v$_{10m}$, and precipitation. We first identify the locations of the seasonal and annual Icelandic Low and Azores High to show how both climatological pressure centers fluctuate and to correlate them to precipitation in South Greenland. There are two options, namely, the average of a stationary, or of a floating location. The conventional thought of the Icelandic Low location is in the Denmark Strait/Iceland region. However, the Icelandic Low is not stationary as it can be found in other locations, such as south of Greenland or farther north over the Greenland and Norwegian Seas. Here, we focus on the Icelandic Low in the most common location (proximal to Iceland) rather than the Icelandic Low changing location through time. Going with the first option is important for this investigation because of the counterclockwise flow around low pressures and these winds in the vicinity of South
Greenland. Thus, we discuss the Icelandic Low as defined as the average of monthly and yearly MSLP within 68°N – 58°N and 40°W – 20°W (Fig. 3.2) as per option 1.

The same approach is taken for defining the Azores High. Although the Azores High is generally more stationary when compared to the Icelandic Low, the general high pressure center locations fall over the Azores Islands or southwestern Europe (France and the Iberian Peninsula). Here, we define the Azores High as the monthly and yearly MSLP averaged over 40°N – 20°N and 40°W – 20°W (Fig. 3.2). We also show that, however rare, high pressure blocking patterns can persist over the northeast Atlantic, west of Portugal. These blocking patterns can be seen in a month average of the Azores High even though the Azores High is not an index for blocking patterns.

3.3. Results and Discussion

As discussed above, South Greenland is made up of two main climate regimes, the southwest and southeast. We will first discuss the evolution of precipitation in southwest Greenland and then the southeast followed by interannual variability of precipitation in both regions and how the Icelandic Low, Azores High, T2m, 10-m winds, and blocking patterns influence precipitation across South Greenland.

The mean annual total precipitation over southwest Greenland (as shown by the gray box in Fig. 3.2) is 723 mm/year. Precipitation between 1964 – 1994 is generally lower than the mean, at an average of 693 mm/year, whereas after 1995, precipitation increases by about 9%, to an average of 753 mm/year (Fig. 3.2). The standard deviation of southwest Greenland precipitation also increases, by about 61%, from 66 to 106 (p = 0.02). The increase in precipitation and interannual variability corresponds to the shift
Figure 3.6 Surface temperature difference with respect to the AMO phase transition.

Temperature at 2 m is temporally averaged over the previous -AMO phase (1964-1994) and subtracted from the current +AOM phase (1996-2013).
from the -AMO to +AMO phase in 1995 (Fig. 3.5). Additionally, this increase parallels to the general increase in $T_{2m}$ over South Greenland (Fig. 3.6), which also corresponds to the 1995 AMO shift. Furthermore, the increase in SST since 1995 coincides with the recent enhanced warming of the Arctic, or Arctic Amplification (Francis and Vavrus 2012).

The mean annual total precipitation in southeast Greenland (as shown by the black box in Fig. 3.2) is 970 mm/year and shows a different pattern when compared to southwest Greenland precipitation. During the 1958 – 1983 period, southeast Greenland precipitation appears to be more variable than the 1984 – 2001 period with an apparent increase in variability following 2001. However, the described time periods fail the student t-test ($p \gg 0.05$), suggesting that precipitation in southeast Greenland has not fluctuated on any long-term basis at least as produced by JRA-55.

The interannual extremes of both southwest and southeast Greenland precipitation coincide with the temporal changes of the strength of the Icelandic Low (Fig. 3.11) but are opposite in nature. One would therefore expect an anticorrelation between precipitation in southwest and southeast Greenland, but this is not the case ($r = 0.06$). To understand the Icelandic Low and its impacts on South Greenland precipitation, we discuss how the Icelandic Low is formed.

As low pressure systems traverse the North Atlantic from northeastern United States to Iceland, the Icelandic Low, an average of the low pressure centers over time, is found to be deep and situated proximal to Iceland (Rogers, 1990), as examples Feb 1984 and 1990 (Fig. 3.7). Inversely, as cyclones take a more variable path, the Icelandic Low is generally weaker and can be found south of Greenland. This can be explained by a
decrease in westerly wind speeds (Rogers, 1985), a decrease in frequency of low pressure systems (Rogers, 1990; and Serreze et al., 1997), and/or high pressure blocking patterns over the Northeast Atlantic (Barnston and Livezey, 1987; and Corte-Real et al., 1998). Examples of the latter are seen during the months of February 1983 and 2005 (Fig. 3.7).

South Greenland precipitation correlates to $u_{10m}$ (Fig. 3.8, and Fig. 3.12 for seasonal correlations) on either side of the ridgeline, positively ($0.5 < r < 0.7$, $p < 0.5$) to the west and negatively ($-0.7 < r < -0.5$, $p < 0.5$) to the east, as expected, since orographic flow increases chances for precipitation. The easterlies which influence precipitation in southeast Greenland occur with cyclonic flow in the Denmark Strait (Fig. 3.9), thus seasons when the Icelandic Low is deep.

Precipitation chances are expected to increase in southwest Greenland when the Icelandic Low is weak, as seen by correlations of $0.5 – 0.7$ ($p < 0.5$) between the Icelandic Low and precipitation (Fig. 3.11). This pattern is associated with increasing $v_{10m}$ winds over southwest Greenland (correlations of $0.5 – 0.7$, $p < 0.5$) between the Icelandic Low and $v_{10m}$ (Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.13 for seasonal correlations). As the Icelandic Low is more pronounced in the winter months, and to a lesser extent the spring, the correlations decrease ($0.4 – 0.6$, $p < 0.5$) in southwest Greenland between the Icelandic Low and precipitation and $v_{10m}$.

Blocking patterns also play a role in where precipitation may fall over South Greenland. With persistent, high pressure blocking patterns over the northeast Atlantic, low pressure systems will take a poleward path around the high due to the outward, clockwise flow around the high. These blocking patterns can appear in the climatological Azores High. As discussed earlier, it should be noted that blocking patterns are rare and
Figure 3.7 Mean sea level pressure (left) and precipitation (right) averaged over February months of extreme precipitation and NAO phases. Positive NAO examples (a and b) with decrease in southwest Greenland precipitation (e and f). Negative NAO examples (c and d) with increase in southwest Greenland precipitation (g and h).
Figure 3.8 Annual correlation maps between precipitation and surface temperature (a), MSLP (b), 10-m u-winds (c), and 10-m v-winds (d).
Figure 3.9 Annual correlation maps between the Icelandic Low and surface temperature (a), MSLP (b), 10-m u-winds (c), 10-m v-winds (d), and precipitation (e)
the Azores High is not an index for blocking patterns. We correlate the Azores High and find that the correlation is much lower \((-0.4 < r < 0.0, p < 0.5)\) with precipitation, \(u_{10m}\) and \(v_{10m}\) (Fig. 3.10) with respect to correlations made with the Icelandic Low. However, the anticorrelation \((-0.7 < r < -0.6, p < 0.5)\) with \(T_{2m}\) in South Greenland suggests lower \(T_{2m}\) with a stronger Azores High (Fig. 3.9), opposite to that with the Icelandic Low. The correlations between the Azores High and precipitation in South Greenland (southwest: \(r = -0.23\); southeast: \(r = 0.29\)) show that the Azores High plays a much smaller role in the interannual variability of South Greenland climate when compared to the Icelandic Low.

Therefore, this result should suggest caution when using the NAO index to explain fluctuations of climate in South Greenland, as well as other regions.

During the two years of extreme precipitation, 1983 and 2005, February of both years (Fig. 3.7) show not only a weak Icelandic Low located south of Greenland but also a strong Azores High extending northward. This can be explained by the inclusion of a high pressure blocking pattern which persisted for upwards of two weeks during these February months, hence forcing cyclones to take a poleward path toward South Greenland. In these cases, southwest Greenland received more precipitation than other years with a decrease in the southeast. The existence of a blocking pattern influences cyclone tracks, thus increasing precipitation chances over Southwest Greenland. Francis and Vavrus (2012) suggest that these blocking patterns will increase as positive feedback systems, such as increased meridional transport weakening the zonal flow of the westerly winds, further enhance warming in the Arctic. Francis and Vavrus also discuss how long-amplitude ridging has increased in frequency since 2000 leading to an increase in
Figure 3.10 Annual correlation maps between the Azores High and surface temperature (a), MSLP (b), 10-m u-winds (c), 10-m v-winds (d), and precipitation (e)
meridional flow, further facilitating Arctic Amplification due to the increase of
meridional heat and moisture transport.

### 3.4. Conclusions

This work shows that precipitation, $T_{2m}$, and 10-m winds over South Greenland
coincide most closely with the internal controllers of the NAO and AMO, and less so
with the indices themselves. Both the NAO and AMO begin as a negative phase and end
in a positive phase during the JRA-55 record, which coincides with the enhanced increase
of Arctic temperatures and weakening of the meridional thermal gradient. As discussed
earlier, an increase in meridional transport facilitates the increase in temperature at high
latitudes leading to an increase in moisture availability. Not only are these circulation
features a part of the positive feedback system associated with Arctic Amplification
(Francis and Vavrus, 2012), but they also increase chances of precipitation in southwest
Greenland over a long-term basis. As the zonal component of the westerlies decreases,
due to a weakening meridional thermal gradient, the near surface wind field weakens,
thus facilitating an increase in SST. The recent increase in North Atlantic SST is
manifested in the positive mode of the AMO. Furthermore, as the meridional component
of the wind field increases due to elongated, slow-moving ridges, precipitation and
temperature across South Greenland will both increase, due to increased moisture and
heat transport.

For years of extreme high and low precipitation (Fig. 3.7), February 1983 the
Icelandic Low is located south of Greenland with a high pressure blocking pattern
persisting just west of Europe for two weeks. In February 2005, the Icelandic Low is
almost nonexistent in association with another strong blocking pattern. As these blocking patterns develop, storms travel poleward west of the high pressure center and, in these cases, to southwest Greenland. In the absence of a blocking pattern, as seen in February of 1984 and 1990 (Fig. 3.7), cyclones take a predominantly northeastward path toward Iceland and Great Britain (Hurrell, 1995), instead bringing precipitation to southeast Greenland. The Icelandic Low being a feature throughout the year, although most prominent during winter months, the correlations with precipitation are strongest during the winter and decrease through the following seasons (Fig. 3.11).

In conclusion, precipitation across South Greenland is part of a complex system partially explained by the Icelandic Low, $T_{2m}$, $u_{10m}$, $v_{10m}$, MSLP, and blocking patterns. The strength of the Icelandic Low appears to be one of the major controllers of South Greenland precipitation (Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.11) operating in tandem with increasing $T_{2m}$ (Fig. 3.6) and the near surface wind field (Figs. 3.13 and 3.14). As meridional and zonal wind components increase in the positive direction, the chances for precipitation over southwest Greenland increases, whereas zonal flow increasing in the negative direction (easterly), chances for precipitation in southeast Greenland increases. Southerly flow over the North Atlantic is often accompanied with an increase in temperature, thus increasing chances for precipitation across South Greenland. It should be expected that as the enhanced Arctic warming increases through time, elongated ridging, and blocking patterns, should become a less rare occurrence, further increasing precipitation over southwest Greenland, both in annual amount and variability, while decreasing the likelihood of precipitation over southeast Greenland.
Figure 3.11 Seasonal correlation maps between precipitation and the Icelandic Low for winter (DJF, a), spring (MAM, b), summer (JJA, c), and autumn (SON, d).
Figure 3.12 Seasonal correlation maps between precipitation and 10-m u-winds for winter (DJF, a), spring (MAM, b), summer (JJA, c), and autumn (SON, d).
Figure 3.13 Seasonal correlation maps between 10-m v-winds and the Icelandic Low for winter (DJF, a), spring (MAM, b), summer (JJA, c), and autumn (SON, d).
Figure 3.14 Seasonal correlation maps between precipitation and 10-m v-winds for winter (DJF, a), spring (MAM, b), summer (JJA, c), and autumn (SON, d).
Figure 3.15 Seasonal correlation maps between precipitation and 2-m temperature for winter (DJF, a), spring (MAM, b), summer (JJA, c), and autumn (SON, d).
CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

This thesis presents an evaluation of an ensemble of four leading climate reanalysis models, and an investigation into the influences of atmospheric circulation over the North Atlantic on recent changes in precipitation over South Greenland. The latter study is derived from the GreenTrACS program connecting southwest Greenland precipitation to analyzed snow accumulation from snow and ice samples. Using these reanalyses in concert with meteorological observations it is possible to examine the influence of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), Icelandic Low, Azores High, blocking patterns, near surface westerly winds, and temperature on South Greenland precipitation.

Chapter 2 reports an examination of four leading global reanalysis models – CFSR, ERA-I, JRA-55, and MERRA – by comparing individual models against their ensemble average. Although all four reanalysis models are state-of-the-art, each exhibit differences resulting from internal physics and resolution that affects the spatial and temporal reproduction for targeted meteorological fields. For example, averaged global, land-based, 2-m air temperature ($T_{2m}$) from each reanalysis model has different annual temperatures, although, correlations between each reanalysis are high ($r > 0.88$) showing that each agree with the interannual patterns. The models are in agreement on large-scale precipitation for seasonal shifts in the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), but differ on rainfall magnitude, and on rainfall pattern in the vicinity of islands and mountain ranges. In the free atmosphere, 500-mb geopotential heights ($Z_{500}$) differences between models are comparatively small, on the order of +/- 10 m. This favorable outcome likely
results because geostrophic flow is more easily simulated than flow within the friction layer.

Chapter 3 examines the influence of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), Icelandic Low, Azores High, blocking patterns, westerly winds, and temperature on precipitation across South Greenland. I find that statistically significant correlations are higher between precipitation and near surface winds and the Icelandic Low (of 0.5 – 0.7; p < 0.5) than correlations between precipitation and the NAO or AMO climate indices (southwest Greenland: r = 0.12 and 0.28, respectively; and southeast Greenland: r = 0.25 and -0.07, respectively). Moreover, recent warming coincides with both increased precipitation and increased interannual variability in southwest Greenland. I find that the precipitation signal in South Greenland is largely driven by the dynamics of middle latitude atmospheric circulation, most notably the Icelandic Low, the near surface westerly winds, and blocking patterns.

I suggest that the methods presented in this thesis be applied to daily and sub-daily time scales. Comparing daily and sub-daily precipitation and T2m between third generation reanalyses will give insight on where the models diverge and how to improve the land surface schemes and data assimilation methods. Provided that there are small dissimilarities in the middle troposphere, finding sub-daily differences between reanalysis models would aid in finding how and where differences arise in the free atmosphere. The investigation of daily precipitation in South Greenland is also important to see how well reanalysis models, such as JRA-55, simulate large scale and convective storms in data-sparse regions. This is a non-trivial task, given that running a dynamical downscale model may be necessary for scale-relevant comparison of model results and point-based
meteorological observations. Nevertheless, further investigation into precipitation processes, moisture sources and transport, storm frequency, and microphysics is essential for better understanding the accuracy of simulated precipitation.
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APPENDIX
NCAR COMMAND LANGUAGE SCRIPTS

1. ensemble2netCDF.ncl

The following NCL script takes each of the four reanalysis model output for nine meteorological surface variables, averages each, and writes the averaged output as a netCDF file. This script was written largely from Dr. Sean D. Birkel’s help.

```plaintext
1 load "$NCARG_ROOT/lib/ncarg/nclscripts/csm/contributed.ncl"
2 load "$NCARG_ROOT/lib/ncarg/nclscripts/esmf/ESMF_regridding.ncl"

;================================================================
; Write netCDF file
;================================================================
procedure
write_nc(fprefix,outdir,outfile,gridres,ntime,nlat,nlon,time,
lat,lon,T2,U10,V10,WS10,MSLP,SNOWD,TH2O,SEAICE,PRCP)
begin

;Open output file
;--------------------------------------------------------------
system("/bin/rm -f "+outdir+outfile)
fout=addfile(outdir+outfile,"c")
setfileoption(fout,"DefineMode",True)
print("Generating "+outdir+outfile)

;Define global attributes
```
fAtt=True
fAtt@title=fprefix+" Ensemble of 3rd Generation Reanalysis \n   Data Sets on "+gridres+" deg resolution"
fAtt@source_file="None"
fAtt@Conventions="None"
fAtt@creation_date=systemfunc("date")
fileattdef(fout,fAtt)

; Predefine coordinate variables and their dimensionality

;------------------------------------------------------------
dimNames=(/"time","lat","lon")
dimSizes=(/ntime,nlat,nlon/)
dimUnlim=(/False,False,False/)
filedimdef(fout,dimNames,dimSizes,dimUnlim)

; Predefine dimensionality of variables to be written to file

;------------------------------------------------------------
filevardef(fout,"time",typeof(time),getvardims(time))
filevardef(fout,"lat",typeof(lat),getvardims(lat))
filevardef(fout,"lon",typeof(lon),getvardims(lon))
filevardef(fout,"T2",typeof(T2),getvardims(T2))
filevardef(fout,"U10",typeof(U10),getvardims(U10))
filevardef(fout,"V10",typeof(V10),getvardims(V10))
filevardef(fout,"WS10",typeof(WS10),getvardims(WS10))
filevardef(fout,"MSLP",typeof(MSLP),getvardims(MSLP))
filevardef(fout,"SNOWD",typeof(SNOWD),getvardims(SNOWD))
filevardef(fout,"TH2O",typeof(TH2O),getvardims(TH2O))
filevardef(fout,"SEAICE",typeof(SEAICE),getvardims(SEAICE))
filevardef(fout,"PRCP",typeof(PRCP),getvardims(PRCP))

;Copy variable attributes to file
;--------------------------------------------------------------
filevarattdef(fout,"time",time)
filevarattdef(fout,"lat",lat)
filevarattdef(fout,"lon",lon)
filevarattdef(fout,"T2",T2)
filevarattdef(fout,"U10",U10)
filevarattdef(fout,"V10",V10)
filevarattdef(fout,"WS10",WS10)
filevarattdef(fout,"MSLP",MSLP)
filevarattdef(fout,"SNOWD",SNOWD)
filevarattdef(fout,"TH2O",TH2O)
filevarattdef(fout,"SEAICE",SEAICE)
filevarattdef(fout,"PRCP",PRCP)

setfileoption(fout,"DefineMode",False)

fout->time=(/time/)
fout->lat=(/lat/)
fout->lon=(/lon/)
fout->T2=(/T2/)
fout->U10=(/U10/)
fout->V10=(/V10/)
fout->WS10=(/WS10/)
fout->MSLP=(/MSLP/)
fout->SNOWD=(/SNOWD/)
fout->TH2O=(/TH2O/)
fout->SEAICE=(/SEAICE/)
fout->PRCP=(/PRCP/)
end

;================================================================
; Main Program
;================================================================
begin

outdir="./"
indir="./"
do YYYY=2011,2013
  print(YYYY""
  gridres="0.5"
  fprefix="GEN3ENS"

  CFSR=addfile(indir+"CFSR/CFSR_sfc_"+YYYY+"_monthly.nc","r")
  ERAI=addfile(indir+"ERAI/ERAI_sfc_"+YYYY+"_monthly.nc","r")
  JRA=addfile(indir+"JRA/JRA_sfc_"+YYYY+"_monthly.nc","r")
  MERRA=addfile(indir+"MERRA/MERRA_sfc_"+YYYY+"_monthly.nc","r")
  outfile=fprefix+"_sfc_"+YYYY+"_monthly.nc"

  nlat=361
  nlon=720
  gridres_deg="0.5x0.5"
  lat=fspan(-90,90,nlat)
  llon=ispans(0,nlon,1)
lon=toFloat(llon(0:nlon-1))*0.5
lon=decimalPlaces(lon,1,True)

time=new((/17/),"integer")
time!0="time"
time@long_name="Time"
time@units="months"
time @_FillValue=-9999

time@_CoordinateAxisType="Month"
time=ispasn(1,17,1)
ntime=dimsizes(time)

lat!0="lat"
lat@long_name="latitude"
lat@grid_type="Latitude/Longitude"
lat@_CoordinateAxisType="Lat"
lat@units="degrees_north"

lon!0="lon"
lon@long_name="longitude"
lon@grid_type="Latitude/Longitude"
lon@_CoordinateAxisType="Lon"
lon@units="degrees_east"

T2=new((/ntime,nlat,nlon/),"float")
T2!0="time"
T2!1="lat"
T2!2="lon"
T2&time=time
T2&lat=lat
T2&lon=lon

U10=new((/ntime,nlat,nlon/),"float")
U10!0="time"
U10!1="lat"
U10!2="lon"
U10&time=time
U10&lat=lat
U10&lon=lon

V10=new((/ntime,nlat,nlon/),"float")
V10!0="time"
V10!1="lat"
V10!2="lon"
V10&time=time
V10&lat=lat
V10&lon=lon

WS10=new((/ntime,nlat,nlon/),"float")
WS10!0="time"
WS10!1="lat"
WS10!2="lon"
WS10&time=time
WS10&lat=lat
WS10&lon=lon

MSLP=new((/ntime,nlat,nlon/),"float")
MSLP!0="time"
MSLP!1="lat"
MSLP!2="lon"
MSLP&time=time
MSLP&lat=lat
MSLP&lon=lon

SNOWD=new((/ntime,nlat,nlon/),"float")
SNOWD!0="time"
SNOWD!1="lat"
SNOWD!2="lon"
SNOWD&time=time
SNOWD&lat=lat
SNOWD&lon=lon

TH2O=new((/ntime,nlat,nlon/),"float")
TH2O!0="time"
TH2O!1="lat"
TH2O!2="lon"
TH2O&time=time
TH2O&lat=lat
TH2O&lon=lon

SEAICE=new((/ntime,nlat,nlon/),"float")
SEAICE!0="time"
SEAICE!1="lat"
SEAICE!2="lon"
SEAICE&time=time
SEAICE&lat=lat
SEAICE&lon=lon
PRCP=new((/ntime,nlat,nlon/),"float")
PRCP!0="time"
PRCP!1="lat"
PRCP!2="lon"
PRCP&time=time
PRCP&lat=lat
PRCP&lon=lon

do m=0,16
  print("m"+m)
  T2_CFSR=CFSR->T2(m,:,:)
  T2_ERAI=ERAI->T2(m,:,:)
  T2_JRA=JRA->T2(m,:,:)
  T2_MERRA=MERRA->T2(m,:,:)
  T2(m,:,:)=(T2_CFSR+T2_ERAI+T2_JRA+T2_MERRA)/4

U10_CFSR=CFSR->U10(m,:,:)
U10_ERAI=ERAI->U10(m,:,:)
U10_JRA=JRA->U10(m,:,:)
U10_MERRA=MERRA->U10(m,:,:)
U10(m,:,:)=(U10_CFSR+U10_ERAI+U10_JRA+U10_MERRA)/4

V10_CFSR=CFSR->V10(m,:,:)
V10_ERAI=ERAI->V10(m,:,:)
V10_JRA=JRA->V10(m,:,:)
V10_MERRA=MERRA->V10(m,:,:)
V10(m,:,:)=(V10_CFSR+V10_ERAI+V10_JRA+V10_MERRA)/4
WS10_CFSR=CFSR->WS10(m,:,:)
WS10_ERAI=ERAI->WS10(m,:,:)
WS10_JRA=JRA->WS10(m,:,:)
WS10_MERRA=MERRA->WS10(m,:,:)
WS10(m,:,:)=(WS10_CFSR+WS10_ERAI+WS10_JRA+WS10_MERRA)/4

MSLP_CFSR=CFSR->MSLP(m,:,:)
MSLP_ERAI=ERAI->MSLP(m,:,:)
MSLP_JRA=JRA->MSLP(m,:,:)
MSLP_MERRA=MERRA->MSLP(m,:,:)
MSLP(m,:,:)=(MSLP_CFSR+MSLP_ERAI+MSLP_JRA+MSLP_MERRA)/4

SNOWD_CFSR=CFSR->SNOWD(m,:,:)
SNOWD_ERAI=ERAI->SNOWD(m,:,:)
SNOWD_JRA=JRA->SNOWD(m,:,:)
SNOWD_MERRA=MERRA->SNOWD(m,:,:)
SNOWD(m,:,:)=(SNOWD_CFSR+SNOWD_ERAI+SNOWD_JRA+SNOWD_MERRA)/4

TH2O_CFSR=CFSR->TH2O(m,:,:)
TH2O_ERAI=ERAI->TH2O(m,:,:)
TH2O_JRA=JRA->TH2O(m,:,:)
TH2O_MERRA=MERRA->TH2O(m,:,:)
TH2O(m,:,:)=(TH2O_CFSR+TH2O_ERAI+TH2O_JRA+TH2O_MERRA)/4

SEAICE_CFSR=CFSR->SEAICE(m,:,:)
SEAICE_ERAI=ERAI->SEAICE(m,:,:)
SEAICE_JRA=JRA->SEAICE(m,:,:)
SEAICE_MERRA = MERRA -> SEAICE(m,:,:)

SEAICE(m,:,:)= (SEAICE_CFSR + SEAICE_ERAI + SEAICE_JRA + \
SEAICE_MERRA) / 4

PRCP_CFSR = CFSR -> PRCP(m,:,:)
PRCP_ERAI = ERAI -> PRCP(m,:,:)
PRCP_JRA = JRA -> PRCP(m,:,:)
PRCP_MERRA = MERRA -> PRCP(m,:,:)

PRCP(m,:,:)= (PRCP_CFSR + PRCP_ERAI + PRCP_JRA + PRCP_MERRA) / 4

end do

write_nc(fprefix, outdir, outfile, gridres, ntime, nlat, nlon, time, \
lat, lon, T2, U10, V10, WS10, MSLP, SNOWD, TH2O, SEAICE, PRCP)
end do

end
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